Complimentary SaaS Audit

A complimentary SaaS Audit allows you to determine the scale of the SaaS landscape and opportunity in your organization and understand the need of a SaaS management solution.
The Zylo Complimentary SaaS Audit provides you with:

- Complete inventory of all SaaS subscription applications
- Detailed categorization of all applications on a Category, Subcategory and Function level
- Mapping of all spend data to each application to understand who buys SaaS internally and how much is spent
- Early opportunity Glimpse summary with insights around application ownership, redundant functionality, shadow IT, and a deep dive into cost centers and purchases.

AUDIT PROCESS

The Audit is a 3 to 4 week engagement that requires minimal effort from your organization. The process includes analysis of your Accounts Payable and Expense data (shared via flat file report or a direct integration in your Zylo account), and a deep dive into a specific app’s utilization by connecting one direct integration.

Our team will perform the analysis and provide the results through our Glimpse summary. Zylo will present the analysis to you and give you temporary access to the platform to see the insights and data firsthand.

WHAT’S NEXT?

After the Audit is complete, Zylo customers roll into a direct implementation of Zylo, which includes refreshing financial data, overlaying the existing data with application utilization data, renewal and contract metadata, and the full suite of functionality Zylo provides.

Get in touch with Zylo today: PARTNERS@ZYLO.COM